Call Now

Frequently Asked Questions
How do FREE Prescription Savings Cards work?
When people join together to purchase in large quantities, everyone saves! RxCut®, the provider of the Prescription Savings
Card, covers millions of people and leverages the power of group purchasing to negotiate these discounts on behalf of our
members. Just call or go online for help looking up drug pricing at your local pharmacy, or simply ask the pharmacist at any
local pharmacy. The provider search on our website is incredibly easy to use and helps you price compare the prescription
you need at all local participating pharmacies.

How much can I really expect to save with the Prescription Savings Card?
The average savings with the Prescription Savings Card is $23 per use of our card. There are many drugs where RxCut’s®
pricing is up to 87% oﬀ the retail price at the pharmacy, however there are also some drugs, typically the more expensive
brand drugs, where our discount only provides a few dollars in savings or sometimes no savings when compared to the
pharmacy’s retail price. Because everyone has a diﬀerent level of pharmacy beneﬁt with their insurance, or sometimes none
at all, it’s diﬃcult to know your exact savings unless you call us or go online to look up pricing for your speciﬁc prescription.
The provider search on our website is incredibly easy to use and helps you price compare the prescription you need at all local
participating pharmacies. To date we have saved our cardholders over $152 million dollars!

Where can I use the RxCut® card?
The card is accepted at over 60,000 U.S. pharmacies throughout the United States and Puerto Rico including most retail chains
and independent drug stores.

What if I have health insurance, can I still save with the Prescription Savings Card?
The Prescription Savings Card can NOT be used IN COMBINATION with health insurance, but many insured patients who try
our Prescription Savings Card ﬁnd that it provides lower pricing than what they could get through their insurance – even
lower than their co-pay or waiting to meet a high deductible. In order to guarantee that you pay the lowest possible price,
the best thing to do when you ﬁll your prescription is to show both your insurance ID card AND the Prescription Savings Card.
Ask your pharmacist to look up the price for your prescription with both – and use whichever gets you the best price.

Who pays for this?
The pharmacies! The pharmacies agree to let our members get discount pricing (just like they do already for insurance
customers) because they want our business! They not only give our members fantastic discounts, but they also pay us a small
transaction fee each time we process a prescription through our network. This allows us to continue to operate, grow, and
save our members money! For the ﬁrst time, the individual consumer gets access to pricing typically reserved for the largest
insurance companies. To date we have saved our cardholders over $152 million dollars!
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